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Our next touchdown will be at Mount Royal air park and it will be a one day (Saturday only) event. John Drago 
will be our host. He can be reached at his home number (386) 467-2018 or his cell (904) 449-6470 to answer any 
questions that you might have. 

If you’re driving there, the address is:  111 Indian Mound Rd 
Crescent City, Florida 32112.

Flying in, it’s Airport Identifier 3FL0. Located 5 miles North of Lake George right on the St Johns River. Folks, 
the Mount Royal Airpark is what Florida airport living is all about. It has the best of what Florida has to offer. 
Beautiful homes located among large mossy Live Oaks right on the river. A 3000 X 52 foot paved runway (08/24)
and great people all around.

Monitor 123.15 for the active runway. Depending on winds, 08 will be favored for incoming traffic. 24 will be the
preferred departing runway. Begin monitoring 123.15, five miles out or call for the active runway. Upon landing 
follow the flagmen to parking.

PAST EVENTS

Blackwater!! Possibly the best and most enjoyable fly-out in FSAACA's history, with the possible exception of 
those early fly-ins that established Sun n Fun. Blackwater air strip is set in the middle of miles and miles of 
primarily pine forests in the Western panhandle of Florida. It is adjacent to a campground and clear water 
swimming hole spring with all amenities available. The weather could not have been better with many hours 
throughout the weekend where there was not a cloud in the sky. Temps were moderate, dipping into the 60's at 
night and rising to the 80's in the daytime. Wildlife
was abundant with many deer seen crossing the
runway throughout the weekend. Armadillos and
raccoons visited us nightly looking for handouts
and scaring the ladies. There was one bear sighting
reported on the second night, but it was later
determined that it was just Bobby Capozzi
returning from the shower after dark in his squirrel
fur shower robe.

Several FSAACA members arrived on Thursday
and immediately set about improving the landing
strip by freshening up the paint and adding
reflective material on the tires marking the South
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threshold and side margins of the runway. With the work completed a couple of them flew over to DeFuniak 
Springs to pick up pizza and salad for the troops.

Friday morning began at 6 A.M. at camp 
headquarters with master chef, Kim preparing a 
breakfast of bacon, eggs and chunky camp 
coffee. Around 8 A.M., plane after plane started 
arriving, with a final tally of 32 aircraft landing 
and two camper rigs driving in.  Kudos and a 
great big thank you goes out to Buck Phillips 
who got the word of the fly-in out to a large 
number of folks in the panhandle and southern 
Alabama area. Buck also provided ground 
support and a BBQ grille for the evening meals. 

Around mid morning, Buck, RoseAnn and Kim 
disappeared for a couple of hours, returning at 

noon with sub sandwiches for all and a bag of Chips Ahoy ceremoniously presented to the president by Buck. An 
obvious attempt to ply the president for some as yet undisclosed special favor. (two bit politicians are cheap to 
buy these days)

An aircraft of particular note was brought in by Travis Capps. It was a meticulously restored Stearman owned by 
Dr. H. B. “Woody” Bartlett of  Bartlett Ranch of Pike Road, Alabama, Weatherford, Texas and LaGrange, 
Wyoming. It is possibly the best restored and most finely detailed Stearman dressed in it's original Navy colors in 
the country. A show stopper for sure! The pictures can't do it justice. 

Thank you Dr. Bartlett and Mr. Capps for sharing this beautiful bird with us.

Two other aircraft and drivers of note were the beautifully restored Stinson 108's flown in by new members D. C. 
Nowling and Riley Hoggard.  Both aircraft were beautiful examples of the old Stinson line of aircraft.



There was a beautifully restored Luscombe  driven by Commander Andy Paulson. A Murphy rebel driven by 
Shane and Elaine Hartman. Pete Barnes and Bill Miles came in driving their T-Crafts. There were 3 or 4 Cessna 
172's, 3 Maules, several J-3's, a couple of L-4's, several Citabrias, several experimentals and too many more 
beautiful aircraft to list here. 
One of the most gratifying things about the attendees at this event was the fact that it was well attended by young 
families in their 20's and 30's. Several families came in and camped with their young, well behaved and safety 
conscious children. A real tribute to the pilot community.

Saturday morning again began at 6 A.M. with a hearty breakfast served at  camp headquarters. And again by 8:30,
more planes began to arrive. Many were returning locals who were there on Friday and chose not to camp 
overnight. Newly minted FSAACA member, James Stephens returned on the second day with a giant economy 

sized box of donuts for the group. One wild and proudly certified crazy guy by the name of Roger Bailey made a 
breath-taking spiraling entrance in his custom Skybolt powered parachute with smoke generator blazing. Again 
Buck, RoseAnn and Kim disappeared for several hours only to return with sub sandwiches and snacks for all and 
a sack full of steaks for the evening meal. The day was spent by all enjoying their favorite activities. Some took 
advantage of the swimming hole. Some went hiking in the woods. Others gathered in groups telling “truthful” 
stories and guarding their spot in the shade and their favorite lounge chair. Saturday night our master chef 
prepared grilled steaks, mashed potatoes and salad for the FSAACA group. The Stinson group was nice 



enough to bring a pizza down to us (I guess they thought we looked hungry) and Riley Hoggard brought us a large
dish of his wife's absolutely delicious Stinson 108 artichoke dip and a box of crackers to enjoy. The artichoke dip 
was a treat fit for kings and didn't last very long. We must have looked like a pack of hungry wolves devouring 

the only rabbit in the territory. After dinner everybody 
gathered at camp headquarters for a short promotional 
talk given by our president. After his talk, he woke 
everybody up from their slumber and following some 
small talk, a group walked across the runway and 
stoked up the fire pit for some roasted marshmallows. 
And last but certainly not least, a big shout out and 
thank you goes to new FSAACA member Eddie Faulk 
and his family. Eddie and his daughter and son-in law 
are the campground hosts at the Blackwater 
campground. Eddie is a non-pilot aviation enthusiast 
who made himself available throughout the weekend 
to provide anything that we needed including, but not 
limited to fresh drinking water and trash pickup. Thank
you very much, Eddie and we'll see you next year.

This fly-in/fly-out, whatever it was, turned out to be 
more fun than watching a large troupe of hungry 
raccoons invade an a.a.r.p. luncheon.

These photos were provided by Bobby Capozzi, Hal 
Peters and Steve Knouse. We have an archive of 1,250 
photos taken before, during and after the event. The 



archive will eventually be on our web sight. However, as some of you may know, Bill Kilborn, our web sight 
administrator is presently under a doctors care with some serious health problems and is unable to keep our sight 
current. Let's keep Bill in our prayers and wish him a speedy recovery.

THOMASVILLE FLY-IN AND ANNUAL MEETING

The Thomasville event was less well attended than usual with only 174 planes showing up. On Saturday, there 
was a large area of scud covering North Florida and another area extending from near Atlanta almost to 
Thomasville. However, the skies over Thomasville were severe clear for the whole weekend.
A few FSAACA members got an early start by showing up on Thursday, with a larger group coming in on Friday. 

The Friday group delegated the responsibility of procuring room accommodations to Hal Peters and Jason 
Graybeal. They booked us in to a roach and rodent infested, filthy, mold and mildew ridden joint called The 
Serena Inn. All of us woke up Saturday morning sporting respiratory problems only to discover cold, day old 
coffee and stale pastries in the lobby. We immediately formed a line at the front counter to cancel our reservations 
for Saturday night. We all agreed, with the exception of Sky Storms that it was the worst hotel that we had ever 
stayed in. Sky said that he did stay in a worse hotel once, but that he was paying for the room “by the hour”. Jason
and Hal.....In the words of Donald Trump, “You're fired”.

As always, the Thomasville Aviation Club, sponsor of the TVI fly-in provided excellent food choices and support 
for the attendees throughout the weekend. While most attendees spent their time wandering around the airport 
renewing old acquaintances, making new friends and discussing what a great president mr obama has been, Sky 
Storms spent the weekend polishing his new (to him) T-craft.

Our Annual Meeting got underway at 1 o'clock sharp on 
Saturday in the conference room at the FBO with the usual 
standing room only crowd in attendance. The guests in the 
room were given a chance to introduce themselves and 
describe a little about their backgrounds. Then after a 
boring, self-aggrandizing 30 minute talk by the President, 
the usual business of the organization was conducted. One 
order of business included a motion and unanimous 
approval to donate $1,000.00 to the Thomasville Aviation 
Club. We at FSAACA are always confident that our yearly 
donations to the T.A.C. are always paid forward to the 
benefit of the entire general aviation community. After
the business as usual, just as the ballots were about to 

be handed out, Jason Graybeal, “former” friend and wing man of the President,  commandeered the floor with a 
motion to dispense with the ballots and vote to re-elect the President without delay or discussion. About then all 
hell broke loose in the room. The Chairman was pounding the gavel on the table, calling everyone “out of order”, 
but to no avail. Within seconds, the motion was seconded and a unanimous vote was heard. After several minutes 
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 of intense negotiation, the President reluctantly agreed 
to stay in the post for another term. This action left 
vacancies in the Treasurer and Secretary slots. A quick 
call to the present treasurer, Mike Angel, who was 
weather bound in Florida confirmed that he would 
remain in that position. Hal Peters, probably out of guilt 
for  the hotel room debacle stepped up and volunteered 
for the secretary position. A vote was taken and all were 
confirmed unanimously. As part of the negotiations, Kim
Capozzi agreed to help the President with the newsletter 
duties and was appointed assistant newsletter editor. 
(Kim is such a slacker. It's about time she did something)

After regaining control of the meeting, the ballots for 
Antiquer of The Year were passed out. Upon counting the ballots, the vote was nearly unanimous for Buck and 
RoseAnn Phillips. I think two people voted for themselves. Oh well. There's a couple of em in every crowd. The 
meeting was adjourned at 2:30. For those of you keeping score, the 2016 roster of officers is as follows:

President Steve Knouse
VP Clark Dechant
Secretary Hal Peters
Treasurer Mike Angell
Antiquer of The Year Buck and RoseAnn Phillips

Bobby Capozzi will be stepping up from VP to the Board of
Directors.
Jason Graybeal, because of his reckless indiscretion will be
appointed to the Board also. (That young man has some
learning to do about politics and messing with bulls)

ARCADIA and LAKELAND RECONNAISANCE MISSION

On Saturday, October 17th, Steve and Bobby, in
Steve's 172 and Jason and Sky in Jason's 172
conducted a recon mission to Arcadia airport to
check out their new pilot shelter just completed the
week before and the expanded campground
facilities.

This was the date of the Friends of Arcadia Airport's
first pancake breakfast of the season. After having
breakfast, we were given a tour of the grounds and
shown the new pilot shelter. Since our visit there last
March, the “Friends” have been very busy. They
have not only gotten a slab poured and erected the pilot shelter, but have expanded the camping area by what 
looks to be about 100%. There is now a second taxi-way through the woods and many more alcoves cut out for 
camping. We were very happy to see that the “Friends” used the donation that FSAACA made to them in March 
to “pay it forward” and benefit the entire aviation community. “Friends” is having a work day on Saturday, 
November 7th. If you're not doing anything and can't get to the Loves Landing Fly-in, we urge you to head on 
down there with some landscaping tools and give them a hand.

Now here's the kicker. In addition to the pilot shelter, shaded camp sights, and permanent portable potties, George 
and “Friends” are constructing a “rinse station”. I know you are wondering, as we were, what a “rinse station” is. 
When the question was asked, George and Dave were gracious enough to take us into their “skunk works” 
workshop where the “rinse station” is being constructed. Upon entering the secret workshop, we saw what looked 
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like an outdoor shower, under construction. George no doubt noticed the confused looks on our faces and 
explained the following: 

In a shower, you would use bath soap to wash yourself. In a “rinse station” you use only clear, clean, raw, natural 
water to wash with. Much better for the environment you see. Due to the highly toxic nature of bath soap, the 
authorities now forbid it from being discharged into the ground. I suppose it could destroy the Earth sooner than 
global warming can exterminate us all. 

We need to all thank the good Lord that there are people like George and “Friends” who have the patience, 
learning ability and fortitude to navigate all of the “important” rules and regulations to accomplish a feat that 
benefits all of us in the general aviation community. We love ya George and “Friends”. Keep up the good work.

After having breakfast, touring the campground and getting a high level briefing on “rinse stations” our flight of 
two departed for Lakeland. Upon landing on runway 09 at LAL, we departed on taxi-way Foxtrot. Steve and 
Bobby made it all the way to the front yard of our Vintage Building. Upon shutting down and looking for Jason 
and Sky, we noticed that Jason had stopped on a 45 degree angle half way to the building. Jason and Sky were out
of the plane and walking around it scratching their heads and puzzling as to why the plane wouldn't “go”. Bobby, 
being the quick study that he is, pointed out that the plane had a flat tire. Upon closer examination, it was 
discovered that the valve stem on the  left main wheel had broken off and let all the air out of that tire.

We began making calls to everyone that we could think of that might have a spare tube lying around. After half a 
dozen calls and no success, we did the unthinkable. We called the tower for help. The tower immediately referred 
the call to Airport Security. Within minutes two SUV's, lights flashing, with two Homeland Security agents in 

each showed up on the scene. After determining that we 
probably weren't terrorists, they made a call to Double M 
Aviation at 863-206-7378 on the North side of the field. Within
minutes a mechanic was dispatched to see what we needed. He 
then left and came back a few minutes later with a tube, tools 
and a tank of compressed air. In just a few minutes the Cessna 
was up on all three wheels. The bill came to a fraction of what  
we all thought it would be. I have since put their number in my 
phone in the event I ever have the need for excellent service at 
Lakeland airport in the future.

After Jason produced several licenses for I.D. and explained what was contained in the liquid (lemon aid) that he 
poured on the taxi-way, we were on our way to go check out the Vintage Building. We found everything in order 
and ready for our December fly-in.

The event was a bad experience that turned into a very good experience. We want to thank the Airport Authority 
and Homeland Security for their gracious hospitality and Double M Aviation for their quick and efficient service.

Our flight of two then left Lakeland for home and we all cheated death one more time by arriving home safely.

Stinson 108 Artichoke Dip

Riley Hoggard's wife was nice enough to send us the recipe for the artichoke dip that Riley brought to the 
Blackwater fly-in. Enjoy, It's delicious

It tastes better if flown-in in a Stinson but almost any aircraft will suffice. 
The dip at Blackwater was a x4 portion so plan accordingly. Enjoy!

1 jar (16 oz) Artichoke Hearts
1 cup grated Mozzarella cheese
½ cup grated Parmesan cheese
½ cup mayonnaise



1 large garlic clove, minced
Option: add thawed chopped spinach to taste

Drain artichoke hearts; chop coarsely. In mixing bowl, combine all ingredients. Put into ½ qt. baking dish (pie 
pan). Bake uncovered in preheated 350 degree oven for 20 minutes, or until bubbly and slightly brown. Transport 
to aviation gathering via Stinson 108 or other suitable aircraft. Serve hot or cold with crackers.

COMING EVENTS

Bob White (X61) and Osborne (02FA) will be holding fly-ins on Saturday October 31st.  In the case of Bob 
White, this is their annual fly-in held to honor their namesake, the late Bob White. Lunch is  served at 11 A. M. 
Runways 9/27 Left traffic. No back taxiing on runway. Monitor 122.8 Contact Malcolm Powell 407-880-7080. 
Driving: 7011 Jones Ave Zellwood, Fl. No reservations needed. Just show up with a folding chair and enjoy.

Osborne airfield is having a fly-in, also on October 31st to celebrate their 50th anniversary. They will be serving a 
BBQ lunch starting at noon. For more information, contact Darlene Osborne at 352-250-4545. Monitor 122.9. 
Runway is 18/36, 2400 feet grass. 

Loves Landing will be hosting their annual BBQ fly-in on Saturday, November 7th. Rain day on Sunday the 8th, if
needed. Stop by and enjoy some of Ollie's famous BBQ pork and all of the fixins and desert typically served at 
noon. This is always a very well attended fly-in so stop by and see all of your friends.

Williston bi-annual BBQ. Williston will be hosting their November 14th edition of their fund raiser BBQ. Stop 
by if you're in the area and enjoy some of the best BBQ and fixins around. Williston always puts out a good 
spread and the money they raise goes to causes that benefit us all.

December 5th  is our annual home field fly-in and cook-out at our building at Lakeland Linder Regional 
Airport. There will be a short board meeting, so all officers and directors are urged to attend.

Mark your calendars. On January 29, 30 & 31, 2016 Bobby and Kim Capozzi will be hosting a joint 
FSAACA/RAF weekend fly-in camping event at their home base of Melrose. All meals will be provided by the 
Capozzi's. Showers and portable rest rooms will be available as well as a nightly campfire and live music. A group
of professional tree climbers will be on hand to supervise a tree climbing event for the FSAACA and RAF 
members. (I hope they have Medi-Vac on standby) Just bring yourself, your airplane and your tent. Sounds like a 
lot of fun.

FSAACA is on the web. Go to: www.fsaaca.org

FSAACA Headquarters
392 Melrose Landing Blvd
Hawthorne, Fl. 32640

Address Service requested


